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NOTE

When a Day at the Ballpark Turns a "Canof
Corn"t into a Can of Worms: Popov v. Hayashi
MICHAEL PASTRICKtt

The 2001 Major League Baseball' season presented
spectators with the opportunity to witness extraordinary
individual and group achievements. Collectively, the
Seattle Mariners posted the highest Major League single
season franchise win total in nearly one hundred years.
Perhaps more impressively, the Arizona Diamondbacks, a
fledgling organization steeped in a mere six years of

t The term "can of corn" describes a high pop fly batted in the direction of a
fielder. The term, fairly common among older baseball players, is derived from
The actions of old time grocery store employees. According to baseball folklore,
stock clerks used to knock unreachable cans of corn off higher shelves and catch
the can by forming a basket with their aprons. Hence, following a pop fly, many
a vociferous baseball player will encourage teammates in the field to make an
easy catch by yelling "can of corn" from the end of the bench. See, e.g., John
Marshall, Answer Guy: Getting Inside a 'Can of Corn,' SEATTLE POSTINTELLEGENCER, July 30, 2001, available at http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/
baseball.33209_aguy30.shtml (last visited Aug. 29, 2003).
tt J.D. expected, 2004. The author thanks his family, particularly Stephen
Pastrick, for offering insightful comments and sharing a wealth of baseball
knowledge. The author also thanks the editors of the Buffalo Law Review for
their selfless assistance with this often tedious project.
1. Courts have held that "there is no such legal entity known as Major
League Baseball .

. . ."

Minn. P'ship v. State, 592 N.W.2d 847, 849 n.1 (Minn.

1999). However, the term "['Major League Baseball'] is commonly used to refer
to the joint operations of the American League of Professional Baseball Clubs,
Inc. and the National League of Professional Baseball Clubs, Inc." Id.
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tradition, became the youngest franchise ever to win the
World Series.
Individual players also drafted new chapters in the
history of America's pastime. Future Hall-of-Famers Cal
Ripken, Jr., Tony Gwynn, and Mark McGwire bade farewell
to baseball on the same weekend, while Roger Clemens
captured a record sixth Cy Young Award as the American
League's best pitcher.! Further, Sammy Sosa and Rickey
Henderson established new heights for offensive productivity, as Sosa clubbed sixty home runs for the third
time in a single season, and Henderson became baseball's
all-time runs-scored leader. Even more remarkably, San
Francisco Giants slugger Barry Bonds one-upped contemporary home run king Mark McGwire and established a
new, all-time single season record for home runs 3 by
clubbing his seventy-third home run on October 7, 2001.
While fans across the United States and throughout the
world noted the seemingly continual proverbial process of
re-writing baseball's record book, perhaps one of the most
important and far reaching revisions caused by the record
setting performances of Major League baseball players
occurred
inside the friendly confines of a California court4
room.
On October 7, 2001, Barry Bonds deposited a
knuckleball thrown by Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher Dennis
Springer into the right field stands at Pacific Bell Park for
his record setting seventy-third home run of the 2001
season.' In its descent, the ball briefly contacted the
outstretched mitt of Alex Popov, a spectator on a crowded
walkway positioned to execute a catch.7 Almost simul2. See Cy Young Award, availableat http://www.baseballalmanac.com/
awards/awscyy.shtml (last visited Sept. 3, 2003).
3. See Rob Gloster, Bonds Connects for No. 73 in Final Game (Oct. 11, 2002),
available at http://www.usatoday.com/sports/baseball/games2/2001-1007dodgers
-giants.htm (last visited Aug. 29, 2003).
4. See Popov v. Hayashi, No. 400545, 2002 WL 31833731 (Cal. Super. Ct.
Dec. 18, 2002).
5. Pacific Bell Park is located in San Francisco, California and serves as the
home venue for the San Francisco Giants baseball team. See The San Francisco
Giants PacificBell Park, at http://sanfrancisco.giants.mlb.com/NASApp/mlb/sff
ballpark/sf ballpark-pacificbellpark.jsp (last visited Sept. 2, 2003).
6. See Gloster, Bonds Connects for No. 73, supra note 3.
7. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *1-2. Mr. Popov's attorney
acknowledged that the video showed the ball resting in Mr. Popov's mitt for
only six tenths of a second. See Joe Garofoli, Bonds's Ball No. 73 Transfigured
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taneously, a crowd of patrons descended on Popov and
prevented him from completing the catch.8 Shortly
thereafter, fellow spectator Patrick Hayashi emerged from
the scrum holding the home run ball and was awarded
possession by Pacific Bell Park security officials. ° Claiming
that his original contact with the descending ball gave rise
to possessory rights, Popov challenged Hayashi's claim to
the ball and took his case to a California courtroom.'
In Popov v. Hayashi, the San Francisco Superior Court
conducted perhaps the most meaningful alteration of
history arising out of the 2001 baseball season by
discounting long held means of governing property claims
and possessory rights. 1 Traditionally, in instances where
possession and control proved impractical, common law
dictated that custom within the particular field or industry
controlled property disputes. 1" Nonetheless, the court, in
applying a remedy based on equitable division, 4 ignored
such longstanding precedent and awarded joint ownership
of the ball to Hayashi and Popov. 5
This Note elucidates the court's unabashed disregard of
custom and common law precedent governing property
claims and possessory rights." Nevertheless, this Note
contends that because of the extraordinary and complex
nature of the matter, the court reached a proper result in
applying a remedy of equitable division. Part I reviews the
history and tradition associated with the baseball home run
record and offers a contextual basis intended to improve the
understanding of the disputed baseball's importance and
the nature of the matter at hand. Parts II and III outline
the facts of the case and the court's opinion. Part IV
critiques the court's disregard of common law precedent in
favor of a remedy in the form of equitable division. Clearly,
Lives, S.F. CHRON., Nov. 16, 2002, at A15. Six-tenths of a second is a period
likely too short to establish a valid catch. See sources cited infra note 125.
8. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *2.
9. See id.
10. See id. (describing security guards taking Mr. Hayashi to a secure area
of the stadium following Hayashi's display of the captured baseball).
11. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731.
12. See discussion infra Part IV.A.
13. See id.
14. Equitable division refers to an equal sharing of disputed property, normally brokered by a court. See discussion infra Part IV.B.
15. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *8.
16. See discussion infra Part IW.A.
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while the court's reasoning will likely never be confused
with that of biblical equitable division proponent King
Solomon,17 the application of such a solution provides a just
remedy to a unique and complex problem and may even
offer a basis for the careful future application of a relatively
obscure legal doctrine in disputes of similar circumstances.
I. BACKGROUND

A. Baseball's Place of Distinction in American Culture
Clearly, baseball straddles the boundary between sport
and life, and holds the distinct position in American history
and culture as the undisputed national pastime of the
twentieth century." In fact, baseball's standing as a pillar
of American culture contributes in large part to the context
and complexity of the dispute in Popov v. Hayashi.9
As early as the mid-nineteenth century, Walt Whitman
described baseball as "America's game; it has the snap, go,
17. See 1 Kings 3:28 (describing the reaction of Israelites following King
Solomon's resolution of the famous dispute involving the ownership of an
infant). According to the Book of Kings, Solomon, King of Israel, heard a dispute
between two prostitutes, both of whom claimed motherhood of a newborn boy.
Faced with similarly perplexing circumstances, Solomon, unable to determine
whom the truthful party was, ordered the baby split in two. Subsequently, the
child's true mother pleaded with Solomon to spare the child, while the other
woman agreed to have the baby killed. Solomon, in a display of wisdom fit for
the ages, resolved the dispute not by splitting the baby, but awarding custody to
the woman who pleaded for the baby's life, reasoning that the child's true
mother would want to see the infant live. See 1 Kings 3:16-3:28.
18. See generally BASEBALL (Ken Burns & Geoffrey C. Ward eds., 1994)
(providing a historiography of baseball and exploring the relationship and
growth of baseball to that of modern American culture). Of the probably
thousands of baseball myths and legends that exist in American culture,
perhaps one of the most interesting is the story of Abraham Lincoln's
acceptance of the Republican Party presidential nomination in 1860. "According
to this story, a committee from the Chicago convention . . . arrived in

Springfield, Illinois, to notify [Lincoln] formally of the event." The messengers
allegedly found Mr. Lincoln "out on the commons engaged in a game of baseball,
standing at home plate, bat in hand. When the messenger informed [Lincoln]
that he had a living room full of politicos, Lincoln replied, 'Tell the gentlemen
that I am glad to know of their coming; but they'll have to wait a few minutes
till I make another base hit.' " DONALD HONIG, BASEBALL AMERICA: THE HEROES
OF THE GAME AND THE TIMES OF THEIR GLORY 1 (1985). Of course, the veracity of
the story remains in doubt. Nevertheless, its mere existence speaks to baseball's
importance and standing in American culture over the last century and a half.
19. Popov, 2002 WL 31833731..
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fling of the American atmosphere; it belongs as much to our
institutions, fits into them as significantly as our
Constitution's laws; is just as important in the sum total of
our historic life." 20 Whitman's analysis proved accurate as
the game of baseball assumed its status as the national
sport and the premier American summertime diversion.21
Today, baseball is not only one of the nation's most
successful business industries, but it also embodies a
sense of romanticism and history unique both within and to
American society.23
20. BASEBALL, supra note 18, at xvii (quoting Walt Whitman).
21. See generally DORIS KEARNS GOODWIN, WAIT TILL NEXT YEAR (1997)
(describing Goodwin's own childhood infatuation with baseball and specifically
the Brooklyn Dodgers and describing baseball's mass appeal in New York City).
Today, baseball still enjoys its place as one of the nation's primary summertime
diversions, as Major League baseball alone has, for the bulk of the past ten
years, entertained approximately seventy million paying customers per year in
attendance at its thirty stadiums throughout the United States. See John
Donovan, No Matter How You Abuse Them, Fans Just Keep Coming Back,
availableat http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/inside-game/john-donovannews/
2002/08/08/fans/ (last visited Aug. 15, 2003). Moreover, Major League attendance has risen nearly 150% between 1970 and 2000. Moag & Company
Industry Analysis at 5, available at www.moagandcompany.com/pdf/ industryanalysis.pdf (last visited Sept. 2, 2003.)
22. See id.; see also SPORTS, JOBS, AND TAXES: THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF
SPORTS TEAMS AND STADIUMS

119-45 (Roger G. Noll & Andrew Zimbalist eds.,

1997) (discussing the extraordinary public investment in professional sports
ventures); MARVIN MILLER, A WHOLE DIFFERENT BALLGAME (1991) (describing
the astonishing gains in influence and bargaining power made by the Major
League Baseball Players Association into one of the strongest unions in the
United States); ANDREW ZIMBALIST, BASEBALL AND BILLIONS (1992); John R.
Dorocak, Tax Advantages of Sports Franchises,DET. L. REV. 581, 581-88 (1999)
(illustrating the massive tax advantages afforded professional sports franchises).
23. Fans of sport and politics may note the tradition of politicians throwing
the ceremonial first pitch on Opening Day at various baseball venues
throughout the country. Further, few present at the 2001 World Series game
between the New York Yankees and Arizona Diamondbacks in which President
George W. Bush threw the ceremonial first pitch will forget the extraordinary
mingling of emotion, American culture, and baseball. See, e.g., Strike One:
President Bush Throws Out First Pitch, available at http://sports
illustrated.cnn.com/basebal/mlb/2001/worldseries/news/2001/10/30/bush-ap/
(last visited Oct. 2, 2003). However, the specter of politics involves merely one
realm in which to observe the profound impact and influence baseball has had
on American culture. In its most important role in American culture, baseball
has also served as a vehicle for the expedition of the civil rights movement in
the United States. In 1947, Brooklyn Dodgers second baseman Jackie Robinson
became the first African-American to break the color barrier in Major League
baseball and broke the "mythical fence" separating African Americans from "the
pastoral Eden of the white American mind." BASEBALL, supra note 18, at 415.
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B. Baseball Players as Heroic Symbols in American Society
"Possibly accounting for baseball's long-standing appeal
may be its historical propensity to generate mythology of
enduring attraction."'
"Arguably, the most abundant
suppliers of heroes in America have been its athletic
arenas, with baseball turning them out more prolifically
than all sports put together."2 "What America lacked at the
turn of the [twentieth] century were heroes, living
breathing heroes; men who could stand in the sunshine the
way Washington and Lincoln towered in the shadows.""
Accordingly, it should come as little surprise that baseball
fans have long revered baseball's tall, strong, and powerful
home run hitters. 7 Given that the mythical "Mighty

"For racial minorities, baseball became sometimes an actual, more likely a
symbolic, ticket to equality." COOPERSTOWN: SYMPOSIUM ON BASEBALL AND THE
AMERICAN CULTURE 63 (Alvin L. Hall ed., 1991). "Such was the impact of
Robinson on American popular culture, so great a paradigmatic figure was he,
that all those 'problem' race films of the 1950s that featured Sidney Portier or
Harry Belafonte or Woody Strode, now seem little more than metaphors for
him." BASEBALL, supra note 18, at 417.
24. COOPERSTOWN, supra note 23, at 65.
25. HONIG, supra note 18, at 8.
26. Id. at 7.
27. See BASEBALL, supra note 18, at 184-88. Given that the United States
has perpetuated the myths associated with strong, tall, and physically imposing
characters such as Paul Bunyan and real life figures including George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln (both former presidents possessed unusually
dominant physical stature for their time), the infatuation with home run hitters
should come as little surprise. In the 1930s, as the infatuation with larger than
life characters translated to the baseball diamond, even president Franklin
Roosevelt professed to get the biggest kick out of games involving the biggest
score and hits launched to all corners of the field. See id. at 267. In contemporary times, sluggers such as Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa enjoy near
national recognition and respect primarily because of their on-field exploits, and
enjoy continued support even in light of questionable off-field affairs. See, e.g.,
Mark Cannizzaro, Sammy's Socked with 8-Game Ban, N.Y. POST, June 7, 2003,
at 51 (describing continued fan support for Chicago Cubs outfielder Sammy
Sosa after Sosa was caught and punished for using a corked bat in a game
against the Tampa Bay Devil Rays); Ken Rosenthal, Fans Can't Wait to Forgive
Sammy, SPORTING NEWS, June 16, 2003, at 61. In fact,
[t]he revelation that Mark McGwire used androstenedione barely
tarnished the 1998 home-run race; the entire nation seemed caught up
in the moment, uncomfortable as it was for some. It was perfectly
reasonable for the media to question the validity of McGwire's
achievement while explaining that andro was legal in baseball but not
other sports. But sometimes, I wonder if fans even wanted to hear it.
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' has earned "roughly the same stature as Davey
Casey"28
Crockett over the last hundred years,"29 it is little wonder
that real life sluggers such as Babe Ruth, Mickey Mantle,
Hank Aaron, and to a certain extent, Mark McGwire have
acquired near legendary status following their prolific
performances and prodigious home runs hit on the baseball
diamond.

C. The Economic Development of the Sports Memorabilia
Industry
Baseball's influence in American culture has long been
reflected in the burgeoning sports memorabilia business.
Thomas Boswell once described baseball as:
America's family heirloom because it goes back so far ....

We

respect the people of other generations in baseball perhaps more
than we respect other generations in other fields in this country..
. . But we don't dispose of Babe Ruth. We don't dispose of Walter
Johnson. We treat them as though they were equals and
contemporaries

....

That's a very special thing to hand on to

children.

Sports memorabilia collection represents perhaps one
of the most common ways of preserving of Boswell's
"America[n] family heirloom."" In fact, the sports memorabilia industry, though originating in simple paper trading
cards, has grown into a highly successful industry, placing
a premium on collectible items of all sorts, and especially
historic, one of a kind items similar to the record setting
home run ball disputed in Popov.32
28. The fictional "Mighty Casey" character has its roots in an 1888 poem by
Ernest Thayer describing the heroic failure of a fictional Mudville slugger
named Casey. See BASEBALL, supra note 18, at 38. In Thayer's poem, Casey, the
feared slugger on the Mudville baseball team, fails in his opportunity to win the
game by striking out in the last inning with two runners on base. Over ten
thousand recitations by turn of the century Broadway performer DeWolf
Hopper helped solidify the "Mighty Casey" character in American folklore to the
extent that many American children are still familiar with the character and
the poem today. See id.
29. COOPERSTOWN, supra note 23, at 70.
30. BASEBALL, supra note 18, at 449 (citing interview with Thomas Boswell).
31. Id.

32. The winning bids recently garnered at auction by several more notable
baseball artifacts speak volumes about the current state of the sports
memorabilia business. See infra note 39. "Thanks to a boom in the late '80s,
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Clearly, baseball fans and collectors have long
recognized the intrinsic and intangible value of artifacts
generated by the game. In 1927, as Babe Ruth approached
his stated goal of breaking his own Major League single
season home record by hitting sixty home runs, overeager
memorabilia seekers forced him to carry his bat around the
bases to thwart their efforts to convert his property for sale
or collection.33 Today, a brief search of popular Internet
auction sites reveals an extraordinary amount of sports
memorabilia available for purchase, ranging from autographed photos of superstar athletes to game worn jerseys
of even the most average players.34 Such influence and
support has helped the sports memorabilia business thrive
and created an extraordinary market for a one of kind
artifact (such as the record setting home run ball disputed
in Popov) generated
in the pursuit or passage of an historic
5
milestone.

sports memorabilia has morphed from a kid's hobby into big business. Experts
estimate the sports and celebrity memorabilia industry to be a $1 billion-a-year
market." Brian Schmitz, Sports Memorabilia Collectors Pay the Price, ORLANDO
SENTINEL, June 24, 2003, at D8.In fact, "the demand for sports collectibles just
won't die. The largest online auction service, eBay, says sports memorabilia,
tickets and 'experiences' . . have ballooned into a billion-dollar business."
Charles Elmore, Going Once . . .Going Twice ... Going Crazy?, PALM BEACH
POST, June 25, 2003, at 1C. The incredible demand for sports related memorabilia is probably best exemplified by the $8,000 winning bid long-deceased
Baseball Hall-of-Fame outfielder Ty Cobb's dentures earned at auction. See id.
33. BASEBALL, supra note 18, at 185. In fact, "[w]hen [Ruth] hit [home run]
number 56 and an overeager boy ran out to grab [his bat], [Ruth] dragged the
bat and the boy along behind him as he crossed home plate and all the way into
the dugout." Id. (emphasis in original).
34. Following the World Trade Center disaster, the Buffalo Sabres and New
York Rangers of the National Hockey League engaged in a promotion in which
the jerseys of each player worn in the contest between the Sabres and the
Rangers on (ironically enough) October 7, 2001 would be auctioned to raise
money for disaster relief purposes. Clearly, the charitable intent of the program
had at least some impact on the economics of the bidding process. Nevertheless,
offers for the game worn jerseys of even the most obscure players competing in
the contest soared as high as several thousand dollars. See Tim Graham, Ivan
the TerribleEnds the EurocoachExperiment, BUFF. NEWS, Oct. 21, 2001, at C4.
35. See supra note 33.
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D. Barry Bonds's Home Run Chase: The Synthesis of
Baseball History, Idolatry, and the Sports Memorabilia
Business
In the late summer and early fall of 2001, Barry
Bonds's record breaking barrage of home runs created a
perfect storm of sorts in combining the influences of
baseball history, American idolatry, and the increasingly
emergent sports memorabilia industry to spark national
interest in the home run chase and set the stage for the
unusual circumstances giving rise to Popov v. Hayashi.
Originally established by "national heirloom" Babe Ruth, 6
the modern Major League record for most home runs in a
single season has for decades been recognized as one of the
most sacred records in all of sport.37 In a society "obsessed
with artifacts of the famous," describing a record setting
home run ball as a "valuable trophy" would provide an
underwhelming analysis of the artifact's value.3 In fact, in
the decade preceding 2001, historic home run balls had sold
for up to three million dollars at auction, leading many to
anticipate an extraordinary value for any record-setting
home run ball Bonds's historic season might produce.39 As
36. See BASEBALL supra note 18, at 182 (quoting Jimmy Cannon's
description of the aura of Babe Ruth as "[wihat Babe Ruth is comes down, one
generation handing it to the next, as a national heirloom").
37. Ruth established a modern record of sixty home runs in a single season
in 1927. Ruth's record went virtually unchallenged until Roger Maris's sixtyone home run season in 1961. The magnitude of the importance of the record is
probably best illustrated by the extraordinary public scrutiny focused on Maris
during his steady assault on the record. Maris endured public pressure intense
enough to cause his hair to fall out in clumps and forced the reticent outfielder
to find solace in self imposed silence, black coffee, and a nearly omnipresent
Camel cigarette. See id. at 371. Said Maris, " '[Life] would have been a helluva
lot more fun if I had never hit those 61 home runs ....
All it brought me was
headaches.' " Id. at 373. Thirty-seven years later, St. Louis Cardinals firstbaseman Mark McGwire endured a great deal of attention but far less public
scrutiny than Maris in establishing a new single-season standard of seventy
home runs. See National Baseball Hall of Fame, A Short History of the Single
Season Home Run Record, availableat http://www.baseballhalloffame.org/
exhibits/onlineexhibits/ss homerun/index.htm (last visited Sept. 2, 2003).
38. See Paul Finkelman, Fugitive Baseballs and Abandoned Property: Who
Owns the Home Run Ball?, 23 CARDOzO L. REV. 1609, 1610 (2002).
39. "In 1996 . . . [Hall-of-Fame first baseman] Eddie Murray's 500th home
run ball was auctioned off for half a million dollars." Id. (citing Carrie Muskrat,
Where Have all the Home Run Balls Gone?, available at http://www.mlb.com
(Apr. 8, 2001)). Further, the home run ball hit by Mark McGwire in 1998
establishing a new, single season record of seventy garnered a winning bid of
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national television networks interrupted regular programming to broadcast Bonds's at-bats and artifacts associated
with the chase made their way to the National Baseball
Hall of Fame, the intrinsic and tangible value associated
with memorabilia generated during the pursuit soared.4 °
Accordingly, the stage was set not only for the melee in the
stands of Pacific Bell Park on October 7, 2001, but the
dispute over an invaluable, historic, and one-of-a-kind baseball within a California courtroom as well.

II. FACTS
On October 7, 2001, baseball fans across the nation paid
unusual attention to the season-ending meeting between
the San Francisco Giants and Los Angeles Dodgers. Though
the game had no bearing on the upcoming playoffs, the
contest produced a sellout crowd and a national television
audience hoping to witness Giants slugger Barry Bonds
further his newly established Major League record for home
runs in a single season.
In addition to anticipating the establishment of a
standard of excellence that would likely remain unbroken
for years,"f[b]aseball fans in general, and especially people
over three million dollars at auction. See Michael Grunwald, McFarlanePaid$3
Million for McGwire's 70th Home Run Ball, WASH. POST, Feb. 9, 1999, at Al.
Clearly, prior to the incident in question, it was understood that any baseball
hit to establish a record setting home run would acquire an enormous immediate value and "whoever caught it would bask, for a brief period of time, in the
reflected fame of [in this case, new home run king Barry] Bonds." Popov v.
Hayashi, No. 400545, 2002 WL 31833731, at *1 (Cal. Super. Ct. Dec. 18, 2002).
In fact, Todd McFarlane, the purchaser of the McGwire home run ball, may
have forewarned of the chaos that ensued following Bonds's seventy-third home
run in musing that his purchase of the McGwire ball would turn "people into
lunatics." Gary Smith, The Ball (An American Story), SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, July
29, 2002, at 62.
40. Available information indicates an obvious perception of the potential
value of any record-setting home run ball among the crowd gathered at Pacific
Bell Park on October 7, 2001. "[Mlany people who attended the game came
prepared for the possibility that a record setting ball would be hit in their
direction," including Mr. Popov and Mr. Hayashi. In fact, "[bloth men brought
baseball gloves, which they anticipated using if the ball came within their
reach." Popov, 2002 WL 31833731 at *1.
41. See Gloster, Bonds Connects for No. 73, supra note 3. In fact, the
enormous amount of interest generated a standing room only crowd to gather at
Pacific Bell Park, and prompted an extraordinary number of patrons to gather
in a location where it was anticipated that any home run ball hit by Bonds
would land. Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *1.
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at the game, understood the importance of the ball" that
Bonds might hit into the stands to achieve his seventy-third
home run of the 2001 season.42 In fact, interest in capturing
an historic piece of memorabilia prompted an extraordinary
number of patrons to gather in a location where many
thought that any home run ball hit by Bonds would land.
With the potentially enormous value of any record setting
home run ball in mind, plaintiff Alex Popov and defendant
Patrick Hayashi positioned themselves in the arcade
section of Pacific Bell Park behind the right field wall with
the hopes of capturing any record setting home run ball hit
by Bonds."
The overflow crowd's anticipation proved warranted, as
Bonds batted his seventy-third home run onto an area of
the right field promenade in which many previous home
run balls had landed.45 Mr. Popov, positioned along the
right field promenade, seemed to have the proper position
necessary to catch the historic artifact.46 However, while
Popov's glove stopped the trajectory of the descending
baseball, he did not appear to catch the ball. 7 Videotape
revealed that "Popov had to reach for the ball, and in doing
so, may have lost his balance."48 In fact, as the ball traveled
into his glove, "a crowd of people began to engulf ... Popov.
... [Flor the purpose of taking the ball away."
Eventually, Popov found himself buried face down
beneath several layers of people." Though "Popov intended
at all times to establish and maintain possession of the
ball," a crowd described as an "out of control mob, engaged
in violent, illegal behavior" prevented him from asserting
any sort of control over the baseball. 1
42. Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *1.
43. See id.
44. See id. (noting that both Popov and Hayashi brought mitts to the
ballpark with the likely intention of capturing any home run ball Barry Bonds
might have hit).
45. See id.
46. See id.
47. Id. The court noted that "it [was] not at all clear that the ball was
secure." Id.
48. Id.
49. Id. at *2.
50. See id.
51. Id. "Josh Keppel, a cameraman ... positioned in the arcade, captured
the event on videotape." Id. at *1. The tape, of approximately four and a half
minutes in length (see Gary Smith, The Ball (An American Story), SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED, July 29, 2002, at 62) was introduced by Mr. Popov at trial in an
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Defendant Patrick Hayashi stood near Popov and was
likewise forced to the ground as the ball entered the arcade
area. " While prone, Hayashi noticed the loose home run
ball, placed it in his pocket, and emerged from the scrum. 3
By later admission of the court, Hayashi failed to commit
any wrongful act in capturing the baseball.54 Though Popov
later made several statements consistent with his claim of
control of the baseball,55 Hayashi refused to relinquish
control of the prize 5

and was subsequently awarded

possession by Pacific Bell Park security guards.57
Upon further review, neither the videotape of the
incident nor "the percipient witnesses

.

. .

establish[ed]

whether Mr. Popov retained control of the ball as he
descended into the crowd."5 8 Nevertheless, Popov brought
claims of conversion and trespass of chattel against
Hayashi and sought custody of the baseball.59
III. OPINION

The San Francisco Superior Court began its analysis of
the question of ownership of the disputed baseball by
establishing that the ball, when hit, became "intentionally
abandoned property," and that "[t]he first person who came
in possession of the ball became its new owner."60 Because

the ownership of a baseball hit into the crowd at a
professional baseball game qualified as a matter of first
impression, the court next established a definition of
possession to govern its analysis of the matter,6' observing
attempt to establish his possession of the ball. See Popov, 2002 WL 32833731, at
*1.
52. See id. at *2.
53. See id.
54. See id. In a subsequent interview with the San Francisco Chronicle,
Hayashi later related that "[w]hile laying at the bottom of this pile of people, I
looked up and saw the ball (on the ground). I did not steal the ball or take it
away from another fan... I was simply a fan in the crowd who was in the right
place at the right time." Diana Walsh, Man Who Came Up With No. 73 Surfaces
to Tell the Tale, S.F. CHRON., Oct. 30, 2001, at A15.
55. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *2. The videotape of the incident
recorded by Josh Keppel captured Mr. Popov's statements. See id.
56. See id. See also Walsh, supra note 54, at A15.
57. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *2
58. Id. at *3.
59. See id.
60. Id.
61. In reaching its definition of possession, the court sought the input of
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that "possession is a process which culminates in an event,"
and that the "process includes the acts and thoughts of the
would be 62possessor"
leading up to the moment of
possession. In crafting its own definition of possession
applicable to the unique circumstances of the case, the
court hinted that Mr. Popov might have "reduce[d] the ball
to his exclusive dominion and control" merely through his
communicated intent to possess the baseball."
Later, the court rejected traditional and contemporary
theories of possession as "contextual" 4 and ruled that the
property analysis could not "stop with the valid observation
that Mr. Popov [had] not proved full possession."6' Arguing
that "[a] court sitting in equity has the authority to fashion
rules and remedies designed to achieve fundamental
fairness," the court ruled that "[w]here an actor undertakes
significant but incomplete steps to achieve possession of a
piece of abandoned personal property and the effort is
interrupted by the unlawful acts of others, the actor has 6a6
legally cognizable pre-possessory interest in the property."
Reasoning that a decision ignoring the interruption of
Popov's efforts to retain control of the ball by the "collective
assault of a band of wrongdoers" would endorse the actions
of the crowd and suggest regulation by brute force as
opposed to a structure of laws,67 the court decreed that

various professors and experts in the realm of property. Id. The panel of experts
espoused at least four conflicting views, with a pair of professors suggesting
that "possession occurs when an individual intends to take control of a ball and
manifests that intent by stopping the forward momentum of the ball whether or
not complete control is achieved." Id. at *5.
62. Conversely, however, the court chose to adopt the views of Brian Gray
and created what it termed "Gray's Rule" to govern the possessory interests
attaching to an abandoned baseball. Id. According to the court, "the actor must
retain control of the ball after incidental contact with people and things." Id. at
*6.
63. Id. at *4.
64. Id. at *5. According to the court, such rules are "crafted in response to
the unique nature of the conduct they seek to regulate" and are "influenced by
the custom and practice of each industry." Id.
65. Id. at *6.
66. Id.
67. Id. The court also stated that "lj]udicial rulings, particularly in cases
[receiving] media attention, affect the way people conduct themselves" and
hinted that the holding in the case would defend the principle that the United
States is a "nation governed by law, not by brute force." Id.
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Popov obtained a pre-possessory interest in the baseball
despite his failure to complete the catch.68
Despite recognizing Mr. Popov's possessory interest in
the baseball, Mr. Hayashi's claim to the prize was not
ignored.69 Acknowledging that Hayashi committed no wrong
in the melee that followed the record setting home run,7" the
court ruled that Hayashi "attained unequivocal dominion
and control" over the baseball upon placing it in his
pocket.71 However, because the ball had a clouded title when
entering Mr. Hayashi's possession, the court found that
"[a]n award of the ball to Mr. Hayashi would unfairly
penalize Mr. Popov."72 Nevertheless, the court expressed
continuing hesitation to award the ball to Popov following
his failure to complete a catch and therefore establish
possession of the baseball.73
Acknowledging that "[b]oth men [had] a superior claim
to the ball as against all the world," the court grasped for
the middle ground provided by the concept of equitable
division. 4 Adopting a position espoused by an isolated law
review article ' and a rather obscure line of cases"
68. See id. According to the court, "[plossession can be likened to a journey
down a path. Mr. Popov began his journey unimpeded," and approached a fork
in the road where one direction would lead to possession of the ball [following a
completed catch], and "the other direction would result in a failure to achieve
possession [following a drop of the ball]." Id. However, "before Mr. Popov got to
the point where the road forked, he was set upon by a gang of bandits, who
dislodged the ball from his grasp." Id.
69. See id. at *7.
70. See id. at *2. In fact, the court stated that Mr. Hayashi "was a victim of
the same bandits that attacked Mr. Popov." Id. at *7.
71. Id.
72. Id. Such an award to Mr. Hayashi would have been "based on the
assumption that Mr. Popov would have dropped the ball." Id.
73. See id. "An award of the ball to Mr. Popov would be unfair to Mr.
Hayashi. It would be premised on the assumption that Mr. Popov would have
caught the ball. That assumption is not supported by the facts." Id.
74. Id. at *7-8. See also discussion infra Part IV.B (describing the concept of
equitable division).
75. See R.H. Helmholz, Equitable Division and the Law of Finders, 52
FORDHAM L. REV. 313 (1983) (referencing Comment, Lost, Mislaid, and
Abandoned Property, 8 FORDHAM L. REV. 222 (1939)). As interpreted by the
court, Professor Helmholz's article "suggest[s] employing the equitable remedy
of division to resolve competing claims between finders of lost or mislaid
property and the owners of land on which the property was found." Popov, 2002
WL 31833731, at *7.
76. See generally Keron v. Cashman, 33 A. 1055 (N.J. 1896) (incorporating
an equitable resolution and dividing approximately $800 discovered almost
simultaneously by five boys equally among the boys); Weeks v. Hackett, 71 A.
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promoting the equitable division of property as a resolution
applicable to competing assertions of ownership by multiple
claimants, the court disposed of common law and baseball
custom governing the ownership of abandoned baseballs
and applied what it deemed a more appropriate and just
remedy.77 Because neither party could assert a claim of
legal superiority, the court incorporated a solution
"'comport[ing] with what one instinctively feels to be fair' "
and awarded both the plaintiff and the defendant an equal
and undivided interest in the million-dollar ball."

IV. ANALYSIS
The unusual nature of this case-never before had the
disputed ownership of a wayward baseball been adjudicated
under similar circumstances-allowed the court to ignore
traditional means of resolving disputes emanating from
questions of acquisition and forge its own path in reaching
an equitable solution.79 In previous matters of first
impression involving similar disputes regarding ownership
of chattels, other courts have provided remedies predicated
upon an examination of level of control exerted over the
object in question, and an analysis of the distinctions within
the industry out of which the dispute arose-both of which
could readily apply to Popov." Nevertheless, though the
court willfully ignored traditional and quite logical means
of resolving disputes of related nature,8 the incorporation of
an equitable resolution in this matter not only provided an
immediately just result, but may have provided potential
grounds for the careful future expansion of a previously
obscure legal doctrine.
858 (Me. 1908) (holding that each of several joint finders of treasure-trove
consisting of coin is "entitled to the possession of an equal share"); Felt v. Carr,
59 Pa. D & C. 237 (1946) (holding that cofinders have equal rights in the thing
found); Edmonds v. Ronella, 342 N.Y.S.2d 408 (Queens Cty. Sup. Ct. 1973)
(holding that where children discovered money essentially jointly, each was
entitled to an equal share of the money). One could also argue that the notion of
equitable division finds its roots in the Bible. See sources cited supra note 17.
77. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *7-8.
78. Id. (quoting R.H. Helmholz, Equitable Division and the Law of Finders,
52 FORDHAM L. REV. 313 n.14 (1983)). Additionally, the court ruled that the ball
must be sold and the proceeds divided equally between the parties. See id. at *8.
79. See id. at *7-8.
80. See id at *8.
81. See infra Part IV.A-B.
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A. Common Law, Capture, Custom, and Rights Afforded
Captors of Abandoned Baseballs
As many victims of first-year law school property
courses may remember, Pierson v. Post8 2 saw the resolution
of a dispute involving the ownership of a hunted animal
and established the rule of acquisition by capture.83 While
traversing uninhabited land, plaintiff Lodowick Post
identified and began to hunt a fox.84 Knowing full well that
the fox was within Post's view and pursuit, Pierson killed
the animal and took possession of the carcass.85 Seeking a
solution devoid of "quarrels and litigation," the court
adopted a standard of possession requiring actual interception of the wild animal to establish possession.
Reasoning that a contrary result might fail to preserve
"peace and order" in society, the court awarded possession
of the fox to Pierson as the first party to establish physical
control over the animal.87
The court in State v. Shaw88 echoed Pierson's
sentiments concerning the possession of wild animals.
According to the court, "[t]o acquire a property right in
animals ferae naturae, the pursuer must bring them into
his power and control, and so maintain his control as to
show that he does not intend to abandon them again to the
world at large."89 Applying the rule to a question of
misappropriated fish, the court ruled that fish confined in
nets with the practical impossibility of escape belonged to
the owner(s) of the nets having captured and confined the
fish.9" In reaching its decision, the court carried the
reasoning of Pierson91 into the twentieth century and
82. Pierson v. Post, 3 Cai. R. 175 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1805).
83. See id; see also Dapson v. Daly, 153 N.E. 454, 455 (Mass. 1926) (citing
Pierson for the proposition that "[t]he controlling principle of the common law is
that the huntsman acquires no title to a wild animal by pursuit alone, even
though there is wounding, unless the animal is followed up and reduced to
occupation, that is, to actual possession"); Norton v. Ladd, 5 N.H. 203 (Sup. Ct.
N.H. 1830) (refusing to acknowledge a possessory interest in an animal caught
in a trap in the woods).
84. Pierson v. Post, 3 Cai. R. 175 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1805).
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. State v. Shaw, 65 N.E. 875 (Oh. 1902).
89. Id. at 876.
90. Id.
91. Pierson v. Post, 3 Cai. R. 175 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1805).
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affirmed the relationship between possession and control.
Though the jury failed to convict Shaw of larceny following
the reappropriation of the fish, the court dismissed the
contention that the fish might have escaped and reached a
conclusion in contravention of precedent requiring virtually
complete capture prior to the vesting of possessory rights.92
Though seemingly limited by virtue of its application in
the relatively obtuse and outmoded animal capture caseswhile hunting and fishing remain popular pastimes, the
majority of Americans now conduct their hunting in the
meat aisle of their local grocery store-the rule of capture
concerning wild animals has been extended to govern other
" 'fugitive 9resources'
...
3
first time.

being reduced to property for the

For example, in Dark v. Johnson,94 the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania, in adjudicating a dispute concerning
whether a license to sink oil wells in land constituted a
grant of the oil, hinted at the expansion of the rule of
capture as established in Pierson outside the realm of wild
animals and into a fugitive mineral dispute. According to
the Dark Court, "[ol il is a fluid, like water,... [and] not the

subject of property except while in actual occupancy."9 Two
decades later, in Westmoreland & CambriaNatural Gas Co.
v. DeWitt,96 the Pennsylvania Supreme Court drew a direct
parallel between Pierson and fugitive mineral disputes in
noting that natural gas, "[i]n common with [other] animals
...[has] the power... to escape without the volition of the
owner."97 The court affirmed its result in Dark in stating
that "the one who controls the gas-has it in his grasp, so to
speak-is the one who has possession in the legal as well as
in the ordinary sense of the word."98 Perhaps most
92. Shaw, 65 N.E. at 876-77.
93. Carol Rose, Possession as the Origin of Property, 52 U. CHI. L. REv. 73,
75 (1985). In fact, "analogies to the capture of wild animals" have appeared in
cases involving acquisition of "oil, gas, groundwater, or space on the spectrum of
radio frequencies." Id. (footnotes omitted).
94. Dark v. Johnson, 55 Pa. 164 (1867).
95. Id. at 168.
96. Westmoreland & Cambria Natural Gas Co. v. DeWitt, 18 A. 724 (Pa.
1889).
97. Id. at 725; see also JESSE DUKEMINIER & JAMES E. KRIER, PROPERTY 37
(4th ed. 1998) (citing Westmoreland for same).
98. Westmoreland, 18 A. at 725. The rule that control of fugitive natural gas
yields possession of the same remains in effect. See, e.g., Wagner v. Mallory, 62
N.E. 584, 585 (N.Y. 1902) (holding that no title to oil vests until it has been
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interestingly, the Supreme Court, in Ohio Oil Co. v.
Indiana,99 acknowledged the expansion of the rule of
capture originating in wild animals in stating that "[ilt
being true as to both animals feroe naturoe and gas and oil
...proprietorship does not take being until the particular
subjects of the right become property by being reduced to
actualpossession."0 '
Additionally, common law has also provided that an
inspection of the custom of the particular industry may
constitute a means of resolving disputes of similar nature.
In fact, in Ghen v. Rich,"1 a Massachusetts court absorbed
the particular customs and practices of the whaling
industry in resolving a dispute over the possession of a
harpooned whale and provided logical structure that could
well have governed the result of Popov v. Hayashi."'
Given the technological difficulties of hunting whales
for commercial purposes in the nineteenth century, whalers
in New England developed a tacit trade usage agreement

taken from the ground); Rumsey v. Sullivan, 150 N.Y.S. 287, 290 (N.Y. App.
Div. 1914) (holding that "oil in the earth belongs to the owner of the soil" but
acknowledging that "the owner of [a] fee has a right to pump, use, and sell [oil]
even if his wells are so located on his premises as to lessen the flow of his
neighbor's wells dug prior to his"); Barnard v Monongahela Natural Gas Co., 65
A. 801, 802 (Pa. 1907) (holding that a landowner must protect his own oil and
gas because "[h]e knows it is wild and will run away if it finds an opening"); see
also DUKEMINIER & KRIER, supra note 97, at 37 (stating that the rule of capture
was applied early on to wild animals and then later, by analogy, to other
fugitive resources including oil, gas, and water). Recently, "courts have [also]
viewed percolating groundwater as unowned until 'captured.' " Rose, supra note
93, at 75 n.13 (citing Adams v. Grigsby, 152 So.2d 614, 619 (La. App.), cert.
refused 153 So.2d 880 (La. 1963)).
99. Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana, 177 U.S. 190 (1900).
100. Id. at 209 (emphasis added); see also DUKEMINIER & KRIER, supra note
97, at 37 (discussing the rule of capture pertaining to ferae naturae).
101. Ghen v. Rich, 8 F. 159 (D. Mass. 1881).
102. See Popov v. Hayashi, No. 400545, 2002 WL 31833731 (Cal. Super. Ct.
Dec. 18, 2002). For further articulation concerning whether custom and usage
may identify and create property rights in the absence of statutory or common
law rules, see First Victoria Nat'l Bank v. United States, 620 F.2d 1096, 1103
(1st Cir. 1980) (stating that "law or custom may create property rights where
none were earlier thought to exist"); Swift v. Gifford, 23 F. Cas. 558, 559 (D.
Mass. 1872) (holding that the "plain and well settled rule of property" that
complete possession is necessary to capture a wild animal is overcome by
"usage" in the whaling industry of the precept that the first to strike gets the
prize). See also Oliver W. Holmes, The Path of the Law, 10 HARV. L. REV. 457,

477 (1897) (defining "property" as a thing used as such over an extended period
of time; "[tihe law can ask no better justification").
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governing captured prey. °3 When killed, whales sank to the
bottom, "but in the course of from one to three days they
[rose] and [floated] onto the surface."'0 4 Normally, passing
ships recovered the whales and returned the carcasses to
shore for the fisherman's use. ' "Each boat's crew engaged
in the [whaling] business ha[d] its peculiar mark or device
on its lances" allowing for easy identification of the
fishermen responsible for harpooning the whale.' 6 Accordingly, when resolving a dispute among ownership of a
harpooned whale, the Ghen Court borrowed from the common practice of the whaling industry in deciphering an
admittedly unique matter of first impression.'07
Similar to the circumstances presented in Ghen,
baseball has long crafted the rules governing its game
based upon the customs and habits of previous genFor example, as elucidated by a clever
erations.
University of Pennsylvania law student,0 9 baseball's infield
fly rule"0 arose absent any sort of judicial mandate and out
of a somewhat fly-by-night practice used to prevent base
runners faced with a "Hobson's choice" from making an
103. See Ghen, 8 F. at 159.
104. Id.
105. Id. The vessels that returned the whales to the shore usually received a
small gratuity for their services. Id.
106. Id.
107. Id. at 159-61.
108. See Robert M. Jarvis & Phyllis Coleman, The Uncommon Origins of the
'Common Law Origins of the Infield Fly Rule,' ENT. & SPORTS LAW. 17, (2002).
109. "In its June 1975 issue, the University of Pennsylvania Law Review
published an anonymous student note [actually, an 'Aside'] entitled 'The
Common Law Origins of the Infield Fly Rule.' Over the years, this brilliant
parody has been hailed as a classic." Id. at 17 (footnotes omitted). Though the
author incorporated a discussion of the origins of baseball's infield fly rule as
part of his parody of the legal system, the research concerning the evolution of
one of baseball's most important rules is accurate.
110. "An infield fly is a fair fly ball (not including a line drive nor an
attempted bunt) which can be caught by an infielder with ordinary effort, when
first and second, or first, second and third bases are occupied, before two are
out." Official Rules of Baseball, § 2.00, available at http://www.mlb.com/
NASApp/mlb/mlb/official-info/officialrules/definitionterms_2.jsp (last visited
Sept. 6, 2003). "In the absence of the rule, a fielder might be tempted to drop
the ball, thereby increasing the chances of turning a double play. The Infield
Fly Rule eliminates this possibility by deeming the ball to have been caught."
Jarvis & Coleman, supra note 108, at 17. The need for the infield fly rule,
though obvious as early as 1893, was not dealt with successfully until 1901,
when baseball owners rectified a burgeoning problem through the incorporation
of the infield fly rule as the most effective and least disputed means of
interpreting the ill-fated trap ball rule. Id.
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easy, and what was deemed to be unfair, out. '11 Moreover,
baseball custom has also shaped numerous other industry
standards, including the ground rule double112 and ninetyfoot separation between each base, as both practices
generally arose following the common practices of ordinary
participants in the game and proved suitable to govern the
sport.
Additionally, custom within the baseball industry has
even provided a means for resolving disputes over the
ownership of wayward baseballs." 3 Major and minor league
baseball teams1' alike encourage patrons to bring baseball
gloves to games with the implied purpose of catching balls
hit into the stands."5 Currently, at least three Major
League franchises post regulations on team websites con-

111. Following a pop-fly hit in the infield, runners faced something of a
"Hobson's choice":
If they were to run and the ball were caught, they could easily be
tagged out for having left the base before the catch; if they were to stay
on the base and the ball were intentionally dropped, they would have
to run and thereby be forced out at the next base. Thus, a devious
infielder could start a rally-killing double play by simply intentionally
allowing an easy pop fly to drop. This situation gave the defense "an
advantage that it did not deserve and that the offense could not have
prevented."
Id.
112. The term ground rule double describes the two bases automatically
awarded a batter when a batted ball: (1) bounces over or rolls under the home
run fence; or (2) is touched by a fan while still in play.
113. See generally Finkelman, supra note 38, at 1621 ("For at least the last
eighty years, almost all fans attending professional baseball games in the
United States have assumed they have a right to take home any balls they
catch or retrieve in the stands.") (footnotes omitted).
114. See Minn. P'ship v. State, 592 N.W.2d 847, 849 (Minn. 1999) (asserting
that the "term ['Major League Baseball'] is commonly used to refer to the joint
operations of the American League of Professional Baseball Clubs, Inc. and
[the] National League of Professional Baseball Clubs, Inc."). The term "minor
league" refers to one of many leagues of baseball teams of lesser stature than
that of the American and National Leagues. Minor league baseball teams
generally maintain affiliations with Major League teams and serve as a
training ground and feeder program for players seeking to advance to American
or National League teams.
115. See Finkelman, supra note 38, at 242. In fact, the San Francisco
Giants, like most other teams, "traditionally [allow] fans to keep balls that land
in the stands." Maura Dolan, Fight For Bonds's Ball Spills Into Court, L.A.
TIMES, Nov. 27, 2001, at A14 (referencing comments made by Paul Finkelman
concerning ownership of baseballs batted out of play).
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cerning procedures governing balls batted into the stands."6
Moreover, the Detroit Tigers have even gone so far as to
post signs within their ballpark espousing fans' freedom to
retain balls batted into the stands.
More importantly, in addition to encouraging patrons to
catch and keep wayward baseballs, professional baseball
has long cultivated a ballpark culture incorporating the
rule of capture as a means of determining possession of
wayward baseballs. As even the most casual baseball fans
are likely aware, ballpark patrons, upon receipt of a foul or
home run ball, generally display their trophy to demonstrate possession." 8 "[I]f a home run is hit in a crowded
stadium ... unless the ball is clearly caught .... [tihe ball
is 'fair game' and 'up for grabs' until someone establishes
complete control over it." In fact, the customary incorporation of the rule of capture at Major League ballparks is
clearly incorporated in Popov. After emerging from the
scrum with the disputed baseball, "Mr. Hayashi held the
ball in the air for others to see" as a means of demonstrating his possession. 2 °
As stated in Ghen, the seeds of custom and common
usage may blossom into law governing conduct within a
particular industry. 2 ' Likewise, it should follow that the
rule of capture embedded in baseball custom should carry
the strength to govern occurrences not only off of the
playing field, but within the ballpark as well. Included in
the series of regulations governing contemporary baseball is
a long held, though uncodified, policy allowing he who first
establishes control of a baseball batted out of play to
maintain possession. Clearly, similar practices in other
industries have provided a basis for resolving possessory
disputes within that industry.'22 Accordingly, the precedent
116. See Finkelman, supra note 38, at 1611, 1617 (referring to the Ballpark
A-to-Z guide found on the following franchise websites: [1] www.seattle
mariners.com; [2] www.sfgiants.com; and [3] www.coloradorockies.com).
117. Id. at 1621-22
118. Dolan, supra note 115, at A14 (including defendant's attorney Michael
Lee's contention that "the custom and practice of baseball is that the rightful
owner of a home run or foul ball is the one who ends up with it firmly in his
hands").
119. Id. (quoting longtime Major League umpire Richie Garcia).
120. Popov v. Hayashi, No. 400545, 2002 WL 31833731, at *3 (Cal Super.
Dec. 18, 2002).
121. Ghen v. Rich, 8 F. 159 (D. Mass. 1881).
122. See id. at 161-62
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established by one of the most stable and sacred industries
in American history should have enjoyed application by a
court of law in resolving a dispute of Popov's nature. 23
Because both video124 and expert testimony 12' reveal that
Mr. Popov never executed a catch of the baseball and
therefore failed to exert physical control over the same,
baseball common law would seem to dictate that possession
should have been awarded to Mr. Hayashi as the first
person to exert complete control over the baseball.

123. See id. Commentators Yitzchok Alderstein and Michael Broyde, despite
incorporating slightly different reasoning, expressed agreement with such a
result. Though not necessarily binding in this instance, Alderstien and Broyde
describe ancient Jewish law as stressing the importance of possession in
resolving property disputes and supporting the solution reached via an analysis
of baseball and common law precedent. See Yitzchok Alderstien & Michael
Broyde, Solomon, He Ain't, NAT. L.J., Feb. 3, 2003, at A17. "Possession,
according to Jewish law . . .is crucial." Id. Thus, a party establishing clear
possession of an object likely merits an award of the object failing a demonstration of the illegality of that possession. See id. Moreover, overturning the
presumption of possession under such circumstances would require a demonstration of the illegality of the original possession. Id.
124. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *1-2.
125. Id. at *5 (citing testimony of Paul Finkleman, author of the definitive
law review article on the controlling issue in the case). Pursuant to the Rules of
Baseball,
[a] catch is the act of a fielder in getting secure possession in his hand
or glove of a ball in flight and firmly holding it; providing he does not
use his cap, protector, pocket or any other part of his uniform in getting
possession. It is not a catch, however, if simultaneously or immediately
following his contact with the ball, he collides with a player, or with a
wall, or if he falls down, and as a result of such collision or falling,
drops the ball.
Official Rules of Baseball § 2.00, available at http://www.mlb.com/NASApp/mlb/
mlb/official info/official rules/definitionterms2.jsp (last visited Sept. 6, 2003).
Moreover, "expert" witness Garcia interpreted such a rule as allowing that:
"[t]he definition of a 'catch' on the baseball field is that a player must secure
possession of the ball and firmly hold it long enough to prove that he has
complete control of the ball and that his release of the ball is voluntary and not
intentional." Dolan, supra note 115, at A14. Clearly, devoted fans of the
Baltimore Orioles may question the classification of Mr. Garcia of an "expert"
witness following his infamous blown call in a 1996 playoff contest between the
New York Yankees and Baltimore Orioles. Garcia awarded the Yankees a home
run after 12 year-old fan Jeffrey Maier reached over the outfield wall and into
the field of play to catch a fly ball that almost certainly would have been
recorded as an out. See Peter Botte, Tarasco, Maier Catch Up, DAILY NEWS
(New York), July 13, 2002, at 45.
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B. Equitable Division of Propertyas a Solution to Matters of
Disputed Ownership
One may make a convincing case for the application of
baseball custom and common law precedent in resolving a
dispute of Popov's nature. However, an equally meritorious
argument may be made for a more modern and likely more
equitable result to the Popov problem. In fact, in ordering
the equitable division of the prize baseball, the Popov Court
properly ignored both baseball and common law precedent
and provided potential grounds for the careful expansion of
a previously obscure legal doctrine.
The concept of equitable division of property is probably
most commonly recognized in the realm of family law.
Following the dissolution of a marriage, many states
employ some sort of equitable division in the partition of
property between former husbands and wives."'
The notion that a solution of equitable division may
apply to property disputes outside the realm divorce and
separation actions has existed, though rather quietly, in
American jurisprudence for over a century.'27 In fact, a New
Jersey court recognized the value of an equitable remedy
concerning lost and mislaid property as early as 1896,'
while more recent law review commentaries offered additional support for the incorporation of equitable div-ision in
disputes concerning finders law.'29
Clearly, the proverbial golden baseball disputed in
Popov falls outside the realm of lost or mislaid property 3 °
and probably best qualifies as an abandoned object' or,

126. See generally In re Marriage of Ripley, No. A096767, 2003 WL 361275
(Cal. App. Feb. 20, 2003) (referring to marital property and noting that a court
has the power to order property sold to effectuate an equitable division, though
it does not necessarily have to do so); Burgio v. Burgio, 717 N.Y.S.2d 769 (N.Y.
App. Div. 2000); DeWitt v. DeWitt, No. 9-02-42, 2003 WL 490928 (Ohio Ct. App.
Feb. 26, 2003 ) ("When fashioning property divisions following a divorce, trial
courts [have broad discretion to] divide the marital property equally, 'unless an
equal division would be inequitable.' ").
127. See, e.g., Keron v. Cashman, 33 A. 1055 (N.J. 1896) (incorporating an
equitable resolution and dividing approximately $800 discovered almost simultaneously by five boys equally among the boys).
128. See id.
129. See cases cited supra note 76.
130. Popov v. Hayashi, No. 400545, 2002 WL 31833731, at *1 (Cal. Super.
Ct. Dec. 18, 2002).
131. Id.
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more spuriously, as a windfall.3 2 Nonetheless, the doctrine
of equitable division should control in this matter and
probably served as the best immediate resolution to a very
unusual problem.
The Popov Court unquestionably found itself lodged
firmly between the proverbial rock and a hard place in
attempting to determine possession of the ball. Baseball
custom and common law seem to require an award of the
ball to Hayashi."3 Nonetheless, awarding sole possession to
Hayashi could have established a rather dangerous precedent.'
In keeping with their nation's frontier spirit,
Americans cherish qualities of strength, will, and power.
However, rewarding an individual benefiting from the
barbarous activity of others would condone the unchecked
application of brute force and could serve to undermine the
relatively peaceful order at mass gatherings brought about
by the rule of law."'
Conversely, the court did not have a tenable basis to
award the baseball to Popov based on the fact that he was
the first person to touch the ball after it left Bonds's bat.'36
One might appreciate any deference granted to an
individual so obviously victimized by mob behavior. Never132. See Eric Kades, Windfalls, 108 YALE L.J. 1489, 1491 (1999). "In
common usage, a windfall is a 'casual or unexpected acquisition or advantage,'
or an 'unexpectedly large or unforseen profit.' " Id. (citing 20 OXFORD ENGLISH.
DICTIONARY 378 (2d ed. 1989)). Though best defined as abandoned property, an
argument could be made that the prized baseball constitutes a windfall. See
Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *1 (referring to the disputed ball as a potential
million dollar trophy).
133. Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *5-7.
134. See articles cited infra note 153.
135. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *7. Obviously, sports fans and the
general population would not benefit from the encouragement in hooliganism at
sporting events reminiscent of English soccer matches. Generally, sports fans in
the United States need little encouragement to misbehave. See Through the
Years, DAILY NEWS (New York), Jan. 19, 2003, Sports at 48 (describing recent
misdeeds of Philadelphia sports fans, including among other things: [11 a 1968
incident in which fans pelted a Santa Claus character with snowballs; [21 a
1989 incident in which Ed Rendell, later elected mayor of Philadelphia and
Governor of Pennsylvania, paid fellow patrons to hurl ice and snow at visiting
football players in Veterans Stadium; and [3] a 1999 incident in which drunken,
shirtless high-schoolers threw punches at each other, fellow fans, and security
guards so intensely as to distract baseball players competing at Veterans
Stadium). Further, rewarding an individual benefiting from the violent and
illegal acts of others could certainly encourage similar actions of brutality in
other aspects of society.
136. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *6-8.
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theless, because Popov failed to meet his burden of
establishing an indisputable catch and possession of the
baseball, awarding him sole possession would have undermined long held baseball custom and ignored a perfectly
logical common law resolution in an entirely arbitrary and
capricious manner.

137

Accordingly, given the unenviable sit-

uation presented the Popov Court, a parsing of the baseball
through the applied remedy of equitable division probably
functioned as the most reasonable solution to the ownership
problem.
The maintenance of a stable society undoubtedly re' Adherence to
quires uniformity and continuity in the law. 38
previous precedent ensures that "the law will not change
erratically and 'permits society to presume the bedrock
principles are founded in the law rather than in the
proclivities of individuals. . . , ""' In fact, the national trend

toward uniformity and continuity in property law tends to
promote a stricter adherence to precedents involving
property rights 4 ° and, in particular, real property rights.'
137. Id.
138. See Dailey v. Becthel Corp., 207 S.E.2d 169, 173 (W. Va. 1974)
("[Pirinciple of stare decisis admits of exception, [but] deviation from its
application should not occur absent some urgent and compelling reason."); see
also Abbott v. City of Los Angeles, 326 P.2d 484, 494-95 (Cal. 1958). Abbott
states that the stare decisis doctrine as applied to the rule of property relates to
"[a] settled rule or principle, resting usually on precedents or a course
of decisions, regulating the ownership or devolution of property"...
[diecisions long acquiesced in, which constitute rules of property or
trade or upon which important rights are based, should not be
disturbed, even though a different conclusion might have been reached
if the question presented were an open one, inasmuch as uniformity
and certainty or rules of property are often more important and
desirable than technical correctness.
Id. at 494 (quoting Yazoo & M.V. R.R. Co. v. Adams, 32 So. 937 (Miss.
1902)).
139. See Ruggero J. Aldistert, Precedent: What It Is and What It Isn't; When
Do We Kiss It and When Do We Kill It?, 17 PEPP. L. REV. 605 (1990) (quoting
Vasquez v. Hillery, 474 U.S. 254, 265 (1986)).
140. "[Clourts generally follow the doctrine of stare decisis more strictly
with regard to precedents involving property rights, particularly real property
rights." 20 AM. JUR. 2D Courts § 160 (1995) (citing Abbott v. Los Angeles, 326
P.2d 484 (Cal. 1958); Publix Cab Co. v. Colo. Nat'l Bank, 338 P.2d 702 (Colo.
1959); Neff v. George, 4 N.E.2d 388 (Ill. 1936) (overruled in part on other
grounds by Tuthill v Rendelman, 56 N.E.2d 375 (Ill. 1944)); Liberty Nat'l Bank
& Trust Co. v Loomis, 121 S.W.2d 947 (Ky. 1938); In re Estate of Brown, 106
N.W.2d 535 (Mich. 1960)).
141. 20 AM. JUR. 2D Courts § 160 (1995) (citing T. S. Faulk & Co. v.
Boutwell, 7 So.2d 490 (Ala. 1942)); Nash Eng'g Co. v Marcy Realty Corp., 54
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However, deviation from such principles may occur in light
of urgent and compelling reasons.'42 Though baseball
custom and Ghen precedent provide a tenable logical basis
for controlling the Popov matter, "stare decisis does not
command blind allegiance to precedent,"'4 and may be
overruled where necessary in the interests of justice."'
As the Popov Court acknowledged, the dispute it faced
clearly constituted a matter of first impression.14 Further,
only limited national precedent concerning the resolution of
a remotely similar claim existed. 46 American jurisprudence
has seen neither the adjudication of a specific claim of
ownership to an abandoned baseball nor the incorporation
of baseball custom concerning ownership of abandoned balls
into common law.'47 Clearly, law exists for the promotion of
regulation of society and order. In matters involving the
absence of binding precedent and a mere smattering of
persuasive authority, courts should err on the side of
caution in strengthening civility and order among the
citizenry." 8 Thus, any policy discouraging uncontrolled
N.E.2d 263 (Ind. 1944); Lincoln Joint Stock Land Bank v Rydberg, 15 N.W.2d
246 (Iowa 1944)).
142. See Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167, 221 (1961) (" 'The rule of stare
decisis, though one tending to consistency and uniformity of decision, is not
inflexible.' ") (citing Hertz v. Woodman, 218 U.S. 205, 212 (1910)); see also
Abbott, 326 P.2d at 495 (acknowledging that prior precedent governing the
ownership or devolution of property "should not be disturbed except for the
most cogent reasons, as where the evils of the principle laid down will be more
injurious to the community than can possibly result from a change, or upon the
clearest grounds of error"); Adkins v. St. Francis Hosp., 143 S.E.2d 154, 162
(W.Va. 1965) (stating that "[stare decisis] should be deviated from only when
urgent reason requires deviation ...[but] is not an inflexible policy; ... when it
clearly is apparent that error has been made or that application of outmoded
rule, due to changing conditions, results in injustice, deviation from that policy
is warranted").
143. State v. Gray, 654 So.2d 552, 554 (Fla. 1995).
144. 20 AM. JUR. 2D Courts § 149 (1995) (citing Union Light, Heat & Power
Co. v. Blackwell's Adm'r, 291 S.W.2d 539 (Ky. 1956), appeal after remand 341
S.W.2d 261 (Ky. 1960)); Humthlett v. Reeves, 85 S.E.2d 25 (Ga. 1954); Barnes v.
Walker, 234 S.W.2d 648 (Tenn. 1950).
145. See Popov v. Hayashi, No. 400545, 2002 WL 31833731, at *3-8 (Cal.
Super. Ct. Dec. 18, 2002).
146. See id.
147. See id.
148. See Aldistert, supra note 139, at 630 (quoting Rumsey v. New York &
N.E.R.R., 30 N.E. 654, 655 (N.Y. 1892) for the proposition that "the doctrine of
stare decisis ... does not apply to a case where it can be shown that the law has
been misunderstood or misapplied, or where the former determination is
contrary to reason"). The inclusion of this quote does not propose that the
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violence should trump any basis for maintaining the
obscure or non-binding precedent discussed in Popov.'49
When balancing the benefits of furthering the application of
a relatively weak means of resolving possessory disputes
against maintaining order in some of society's more
crowded and combustible locations, 5 ' the court properly
decided against encouraging the type of behavior that gave
rise to the dispute at hand.'51 Such violent behavior has
become sadly familiar at national and international sporting events, and is more reminiscent of mob rule than of
organized society, as evidenced by Popov. 152
decision in Ghen contravened reason. Rather, an adherence to Ghen in this
instance would have the effect of producing a solution that may fall outside the
bounds of reason in encouraging and condoning violence at least at professional
sporting events and possibly throughout society.
149. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *3-8.
150. See articles cited infra note 152.
151. See Popov, 2002 WL 31833731, at *1-2.
152. See Attack on Seles Shows Athletes' Vulnerability, ST. PETE. TIMES,
May 2, 1993, at C14, available at 1993 WL 3849882 (describing instances of fan
violence at sporting events held in the United States including the shooting of a
professional baseball player in 1949 at the supposedly friendly confines of
Wrigley Field in Chicago and a 1986 incident in which then California Angels
first baseman Wally Joyner was hit with a knife thrown from the upper deck in
Yankee Stadium); see also David Barron, Welcome to the City of Tough Love,
HOUSTON CHRON., Sept. 29, 2002, Sports 2, at 1, availableat 2002 WL 23226844
(quoting a Philadelphia judge's description of the impetus for the aforementioned "Eagles Court" as growing after a football game involving "650
fistfights in the stands" and the firing of a flare gun across the field resulting in
a small fire in the upper levels of Veterans Stadium); Ray Finocchiaro, Domi
Fights Fan as Flyers Win, NEWS J. (Wilmington, Del.), Mar. 30, 2001, at C1
(discussing an incident in which a fan and a visiting hockey player exchanged
blows after the fan lunged over a plexiglass partition to attack the player);
Dermot Pergavie, American Football: Eagles Beak Cracks Down on Hooligans
with Instant Justice, Observer (London), Nov. 30, 1997, at 1, available at
LEXIS, News Library, Observer File (describing the institution of a courtroom
inside the stadium of the Philadelphia Eagles football club "where supporters
arrested for unruliness are instantly tried, mid-game, by a robed city judge,
fined on the spot, and if necessary, hauled straight off to prison"); Carlos
Sadovi, Baseball Coach Testifies he was Blindsided in September Attack at
Comiskey Park, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Nov. 7, 2002, at 1, available at LEXIS, News
Library, Sun-Times file (encapsulating the testimony of a visiting baseball
coach victimized by an on-field beating inflicted by a deranged middle-aged
spectator and his juvenile son); Jamie Stockwell, Prince George's to Review
Pepper Spray Policy, WASH. POST, Sept. 19, 2002, at B3. Pepper spray used by
law enforcement officers to terminate a fight involving a rowdy group of fans at
a football game involving the Washington Redskins and Philadelphia Eagles
wafted over the Eagles bench, causing "several players to run from the
sidelines." Id. "National Football League officials halted the game for eight
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Just as importantly, the decision in Popov achieved
something of a just result without altering the ballpark
atmosphere that allows baseball fans to enjoy an experience
that has been deeply embedded in American culture for
nearly a century. Baseball, like movies, television, or any
other form of entertainment, offers its patrons an
opportunity to escape reality for a brief period of time.
Simply put, few will dispute that the last thing anyone
wants to worry about when attending a ball game is
receiving suit papers concerning activity engaged in at the
ballpark. In reaching its decision, the Popov Court established a likely unintentional harmony between maintaining ballpark safety and refusing to interfere with the
innocence and thrill provided by catching or obtaining a
foul or home run ball at a game. By keeping potential
judicial regulation out of a location and circumstance where
it may not necessarily belong, the Popov Court preserved
the ability and right to enjoy a sporting event at a larger
venue in relative safety.
Finally, outside the realm of sport, the court's decision
may also serve to breathe life into a legal doctrine of
minutes while choking and vomiting players were treated with oxygen and wet
towels." Id.
Obviously, the court in Popov dealt with an extremely unusual set of
circumstances and acted well within the bounds of good reason in seeking to
discourage violent mob mentality evident at national and international sporting
events. For a glimpse of the potential for much more violent misbehavior at
international professional sporting events, see Seven Confirmed Dead, 78 Held
in Vietnam Soccer Riot, DEUTSCHE PRESSE-AGENTUR, Dec. 22, 1995 (describing
the rampage of thousands of angry soccer fans through downtown Ho Chi Minh
City); Soccer Riot Kills 40; Injures 50; Children Trampled in Chaos as
Spectators Flee Knife Fights, TORTONTO STAR, Jan. 14, 1991, at A2 (describing a
bloody Johannesburg, South African soccer riot emanating from unhappiness
concerning a referee's call during the match and referring to a 1964 Peru soccer
riot that left 300 dead and 500 injured); Strange Sportsmanship,PORT ST. LUCIE
NEWS, July 16, 1996, at A8 (describing foreign soccer riots in Libya, Britain, and
Ghana resulting in scores of deaths); Jay Mariotti, Death By Errant Kick:
Tragedy Mars World Cup, CHI. SUN-TIMES, July 3, 1994, Sports 2, available at
1994 WL 5554141 (mentioning a 1985 Belgian soccer riot resulting in 39
deaths); Roger Simon, If You Smell Pepper Gas, the World Cup is Near, BALT.
SUN, June 10, 1994, at A2 (describing Argentinian security measures designed
to protect against soccer rioting as incorporating physical measures including:
[11 a concrete embankment; [2] a moat; and [3] a twenty foot net in conjunction
with armed police officers and attack dogs ringing the field); In fact, should the
court have awarded the ball solely to Mr. Hayashi, "then buying a baseball
ticket [would constitute] an invitation to a mugging." See Dolan, supra note 115
(quoting Paul Finkelman).
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previously narrow application and allow for the careful
expansion of equitable remedies outside of the realm of joint
findings and into other areas of acquisition and discovery.
As previously stated, the law requires uniformity and
continuity. Nevertheless, "while the law must be stable, (it
also) cannot stand still"'53 and must adapt to changing
conditions in jurisprudence and society,"' including matters
with circumstances of a unique and unusual nature similar
to that of Popov.
Just as few would have imagined an incident involving
a gang of nineteenth-century New Jersey youths beating
each other with a weighted sock could have formed the
basis for resolving a legal dispute of the next millennium, it
is possible that Popov's unusual circumstances could serve
as a harbinger for future disputes involving the acquisition
or discovery of property.' 5 For instance, previous commentators have envisioned a hypothetical golden mete-or
falling from heaven. What the imagination has not
envisioned is a scenario involving the golden meteor
crushing Farmer Black's house on Blackacre and gently
coming to rest on Farmer Jones's property next door. Given
the possibility of a previously unknown metal, mineral, or
other substance reaching earth via the meteorite, it is quite
possible in this hypothetical that great value may come to
Farmer Jones via the proverbial space manna. Meanwhile,
Farmer Black may remain with nothing more than his envy
of Farmer Jones and the ruins of Blackacre. Though
precedent may dictate that any ensuing lawsuit concerning
the windfall likely favors Farmer Jones,'56 a court seeking a
just remedy following an extraordinarily odd set of facts
may find a middle ground in the equitable remedy employed in Popov capable of mitigating Farmer Black's loss,
while allowing Farmer Jones to reap the benefit of his good
fortune.
While such a scenario may seem arcane, it is unlikely
that previous generations would have imagined human
intrusion into the depths of the ocean, the expanse of outer
153. ROSCOE POUND, INTERPRETATIONS OF LEGAL HISTORY 1 (1923); see also
Richard Epstein, Past and Future: The Temporal Dimension in the Law of
Property, 64 WASH. U. L.Q. 667 (1986).
154. See Roscoe Pound, The Theory of JudicialDecision II, 36 HARv. L. REV.
802,825 (1923).
155. See Keron v. Cashman, 33 A. 1055 (N.J. 1896).
156. See Kades, supra note 132, at 1491.
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space, or the uncharted cyberscape revealed by the Internet. Clearly, pioneers in such fields are unlikely to encounter a million dollar baseball falling from the sky. However,
it is possible that parties exploring such frontiers may
encounter situations of near simultaneous discovery of
potentially valuable objects or ideas." 7 Given the obviously
unpredictable nature of uncharted exploration, it is quite
possible that American courts may be forced to adjudicate
complicated matters concerning potentially simultaneous or
shared discoveries of property and ideas far more important
than a trophy baseball without the benefit of past guidance.
In expanding the applicability of the doctrine of equitable
division from marital disputes and finders law to the realm
of abandoned property and potentially beyond, the Popov
Court not only applies a just remedy to the dispute at hand,
but also provides a basis for resolving unusual and perplexing property disputes in a modern, civilized manner.
Clearly, one may not reasonably advocate for the frequent
application of Popov in a wide array of property-related
disputes. However, Popov's incorporation of an equitable
resolution may provide both a tenable and suitable resolution to future property disputes of equally perplexing
and unusual circumstances.
CONCLUSION

In Popov v. Hayashi, the San Francisco Superior Court
plainly undermined traditional law of property acquisition
in reaching a decision in contravention of common law
precedent and baseball custom. However, the deference
shown by the court to present tense concerns provided not
only an immediately just result, but may allow for the

157. History has shown that the near simultaneous discovery of revolutionary ideas or invention of innovative technology is not necessarily happenstance. For example, though history recognizes Louis Pasteur as the inventor of
the pasteurization process bearing his name, many fail to realize that two other
parties conducted experiments yielding nearly identical results entirely separate from Pasteur within a year of the discovery of the process. Further,
Italian-Americans fondly identify Antonio Meucci as the true inventor of the
telephone. Though Meucci failed to procure a patent for his work, many argue
that his invention of a working telephone preceded that of Alexander Graham
Bell. See, e.g., Official: Antonio Meucci was the Real Inventor of Telephone,
availableat http://www.popular-science.net/history/meucci_bell.html
(last visited Sept. 6, 2003).
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application of equitable remedies in future disputes concerning the acquisition of property.
EPILOGUE

On June 25, 2003, memorabilia collector Todd
McFarlane purchased the disputed baseball for $450,000 at
auction-a price far below the expected one 58to two million
dollar value many expected the ball to carry.1
Not long after learning of the ball's sale at auction, the
author attended an International League contest in Buffalo,
New York. Sometime during the early innings, an opposing
batter launched a foul ball into the first base stands. Two
well-dressed, middle aged male patrons risked not life, but
certainly limb and the likely wrath of their tailors in
leaping over seats and dodging other fans in racing toward
the ball. Despite the influx of labor strife, inflated salaries,
AstroTurf, and legal action brought concerning wayward
balls, watching two adults invite possible damage to self
and property in seeking a ball with a market value of less
than three dollars but a far greater intrinsic value brought
to mind a sense of innocence that even grown men may still
continue to enjoy at the ballpark. That, as well as the smile
on the youngster's face after receiving the foul ball from a
man who was likely his father, provided perhaps the best
evidence that the Popov Court, in promoting ballpark safety
while refusing to disturb or otherwise regulate even a small
part of the national pastime, ultimately made a proper and
fitting decision.

158. Steve Wilstein, Bonds No. 73 Ball: A Story of Greed, ST. Louis POSTJune 29, 2003, at D10, availableat 2003 WL 3590620.
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